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---Foretriford
Vi. hat is the sec ret of exc enemy in teat hdlg.? Why does tine teat her do

c cirtniclarallrlrqt7chtfe another ytatin meilnicritiT
'Bruce lot e and Bey elk Showers hate found that mastering alternatiYe
nu Rid% of teaching helps build c ompetenceark: .. net tit viless in the repertoire

,

of t lussroom teachers. High quality training is the precursor to superior
test. ,. Only by applt mg knot% ledge derived from resean h on training in
other fields can stall developers help teat hers dm clot) their own personal
tec hnologv of tea( lung.
net% skills, howeyer, does not by itself ensure transfer to
The attainment
t lassroom use. hivc e and Showers c ontend that teat her training programs
should an orporate study of the transfer process itself. Trainers and teat hers
must understand that the more important it is t' learn a nett skill, the greater

trill be the discomfort in learning it.
These print iples require team effort. Effectty e training programs exist and
many more t an exist. It is up to instructional leaders to proyide the necessary
support and to create the appropriate climate and settings.
Lawrence S. Finkel,
ASCD President, 1983-84
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--Th-ehitegr-ation of
Research and

Pra-'ce

With half-formed aspirations and ideals, km her candidates are touched
briefly by training and then are set, Candide- Ike, on the seas of the t lassroorre

where they struggle for competence (Ryan, i 980). They learn their craft in
Lira eltevable solitude inside their "tells" in the honey( omb of the school
(Jo ,..:e and Clift, 1983; Iodic. IT'S). The fortunate ones find a mentor, usually
a more experienced person lust clown the hall. But .here mentors are busy,
too, and the hell) most teachers get es en from their closest colleagues is
meager (Arencls, 1982: Joyce, Bush, and Mckibbin, 1982),
Because teachers learn to manage the tasks of teat hing by virtue of their
own ingenuity, it is not surprising that they see teaching as an indis 'dualistic
act. Schools provide little time for collective planning, Leadership in most
schools is oriented toward the day-to-day problems of management and
logistics (Leith:44)M and Montgomery. 1982). Teachers have little chance to
learn the skills of collaborative action, so they are reluctant to give up their
limited bits of free time to the vague promises tif Lollaborattse activity (Lortie,
1975). From time to time, snatches of "staff development" activities touch
their lives, usually in brief workshops (Gall, 1982, Mertens and Yarger, 198)).
But in any given year the average teat her in the United States participates in
oral about three days of inservite work, rarely more than a day ate time, and
usually in brief workshops that feature "inspiring" speeches and demonstrations of discrete skills.

We would change all that. We would build a synergistic environment
where collaborative enterprises are both normal and sustaining and where
continuous training and study both of academic substance and the c raft of
teaching are woven into the fabric of the school, bringing satisfaction by virtue
of an increasing sense of growth and competence. Thus, we envision a major
change in the ecology of professional life,
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To begin ssith, it es plain from the researt It on trairPng that Ie..chers Can be
wonderful learners. The% tan master just about am, kind of teat hing strategs

lir implement aintost ant kind iii sensible Tunic oluni if the apprippreate
c untidier), are pros Klett. Ii is also t le.tr that those who t rib( ice the motitahons of teat hers. worm about !heir ss Illingness and abatis to learn. or behest.
that the onis was to improse the teat hang profession is to change its person-

oel, aw foodamettialls- -wrong. High-goal:4- framing wril give excellent
results. Important new learning insols es pain, and gathers are well able to
ss ithstand the discomfort, In many quarters teat hers hone been undersold as
learners stmpls bet ass', inadequate training has been pros Med.
Let us t onsider ihe,c ate of a new member of the inlaid School faculty.
Sharlene Daniels Is in her fifth tear of :ea lung. During her first foot sears she
.sorked111 Rolling Hill), a suburb ot a snail t its. Rolling Hills had a reputation as a

sera gocxf disim I and a tine place to work The distric I insenote progranr in
Rolling !kilt t 'insisted of three .m -tfat ti. orkshops, and the board of educ Aron
sta. proud that the. had been able to persuade the community that the ht u doss
that diet I losed ,.t h001 eat h .ear 'to the workshops would pas oft tor the dour('
in the Icing tun
The lost stall cletelopment (Eh took place lust before sc hoot opened, the

second in sanember and the third in Man h Rolling Hills hired welt-jmou.n
t °mut:ants. who generally brought .1 c omplet dat ) set of ..c lollies with them.
Sometimes, how eter, dies would slot things off with an inspirational speaker in
the morning and then hate consultants for the elementary, middle. and high
st hoot] lot the rest la the clay Sharlene heard seseral line sine'( hes and watched d
host Or pk.rflentt% present their methods for teat hang thus mums elementary and

sec ',Mart sublet ts. When she toed then ideas in her clasnoom, howeser, she
her ante sirs irustrated. What had sounded so good and looked so reasonable
didn't work out ven well in her hands
Her principal looked in on het regularly and praised her orderlt, attrat toe
( lassroom and her goocl ideas lot teat hing reading.
At the ern 110 her first .eat she entolled inn wading clink at a nearby unisersity.
Fin eight weeks, she studied with the team of teat hers that operated the c link and

took . courses in the diagnosis and rtmedration 40 reading (Inabilities. Sharlene
thought that her strengths weft in the content areas of sot tar studies, st !erne, and
literature, but her print peal was t one erne(' with how she taught reading and
arithinett and audit I seem mg( ulatit interested in her icksis for tem hung reading
through the content arras
:.sonthless, to the end of her fourth i,var of kw hung, Sharlene was t umbraable. She had learned the role of teat her as it was acted out at Rolling I lulls, Still,
she t..is able to bat k off from the rule a bit and rifle( t on the si hoot and the
edut ato al it was prosiding it. students She wondered how the se hind could ht
regarded as one of the best In the area wilt ri s( leil( V. injtheimalit %, .,41( 1.11 sludie%,

t reatoe writing, and literature were missing from the t um( ulum. She realized
that she was working an a sery plea...
inn wry limited entironment where the
skills in reading anti li n t It wok were dominant, but where tilt reading and writing
was 1101 WtV literary and the arithmen, not very mathematical.
Al a weekend si ion' e workshop she bet ame acquainted with some of the
aimbrs of the Inland St hoot fat tilty in another st haul dean( t She noticed that
Ihvy had c time to the workshop as i team and that they were gathering materials
arid making plans for their torkshops bat k at Inland They let her loin them. Later,
she tisited the li, mil school and watt heti that team and others at work, teat hung
below eat h other, offering Mtn( e and experimenting together

a=,,

i
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11hn an opening .e inland appeared. thariene applied tor it in an impolse,
m ab intertumed. anti at t ewe.' The members to the ttarss to whit h she ttas
assigned esplained that she would hate a t oat lung partner and that he and
that partner st toad t IA eat h other oat( h eat b other teat h and tat t' eat h tither
assistance The% aim' bad to agree tin one m too teat Tung ,trategoes that the
would tot u on eat h te, and nuke a (10111Mithlent Ill niater them and (-sootiiknt ttoth them in the t la rt gin
lietuft:th fit ,s_orktoi Sharlene. tut. 9:tn t oust Winn material and ,.ii
esplantitnin of the rationale behind tilt teat tong traws..., appit midi that w.1 lobe
use (1 Thu flea oorkhop tt a detailed dr,;),t ergirtelt to a dist ustatin of the use tit
the xtrategt . the thems behind it. and how %drums t hddrn responded It it.
Sh,irlene stop irpt11. bet Just he thought the st orkInip would hi detoted to
(kin/m4.11mm !toot.% er, those tt ere reser. eel for the tt torkshon s set find .4 ...ion The Inland t ',mullein: demonstrated the teat hung strategt , teaching the

teat her, the sank' kinds et esons dim uould later ht tiac lung to (['Wren,
set 'gal tit the team members were UM lontoriablvAtith t nine, %lithe( (011%1A1111

tie( 1,1ed that it oil important tor those peron to het cone Lynam: with the
learner role in tht teat hint trategt bet tithe the. would's', in he teat hung their
t hildren those saint. od, Al 'hectic' tit the oorkshop the t consultant did a t anul

demonstraison with 4 group tit 1 Waren. She etplained the Teat lung vault. to
both the i harken and ii-e teat hers and, atter the t hathen had gone. the. dist ussed the lesson and hoo ill I (Witt he adapted ill t (11(01J% Pit$1).. III 1 hillirtn for
the nest v. or lollop, Sharligie It noul that .ht (V1 V \ Pet tee: to pre tiara a 1(.04111.inif
teat h it to her tellow tear hers

At that workhop, Sharlene and the rest of her team took turns tea( hung one
mother Thus, die got to see the tither teat hers prat to 0 tit stratgt 1 ler learn
then made plans to In a t couple of proem. pt. It %%tins tor thee sitithnts of er the

nest tot, st eeks Those two tt (N% wer ton tin( I otinigiable ones tor shadow
Deng, did nut go quite as planned She tound herself thinking 'he aheadv had
ek .eloped , /'sera) tint. St..t...iff teat lung and uondering Mit, he should go to the
mitahle tit learning these nett nughtkis. espy( halt it it v. as going to lie patntul to
learn them tier t oat hint; partner laughtti when SI). dem. ,hared her thoughts
and esplairied that est none telt the same w at The. heal teamed that it oast' I too
hard to understand ant nem teat hung soak* and hfrileVehlp .1 «11(11 skill St nth it.

out until thew had tried it a dozen or 'A) times, the. all telt toning degrees of
dr.( orators
The fxner WU Me. explained her partner. the worse 'sou feel.
'tree aut. t °Or used to kiling it mg, go !tell At hon.,. things probabls are going
ell but vim lust don't feel .1% ( (11((gt.lble .1% sou dill 1(..i( lung in the way, that
have ixx orne familiar to sou
Sure enough. titter tate or sus e.e. o nth the t tuttin' Sharlene began to led mut h
more «milort.thlt. She tt at at loans able to gel the t hikin' hiengage in intim titre
thinking and it ext tied them. Then the teat hers began to dernoostratt tor one
another. .r, Soon lie hound hersvit in the. library after

hen ii teat tung a gown of her

students surrounded h. a ring of her fellow teat hers She hail watt heti the other
teat hers in 1 ups the ant position, but this was her lust time and she telt like .1
t had tin the !HA (1.1) of t hoot Alter the c hadren left, she was surprised that no
one made ( ritic al t omnints Then she sodden's realized that none of them eter
made t nth al comments to one another instead, ties oftred suggestion, more
important. most of the (Ie.( %oon that followed c arne after el i timment Is tine tit
the teat hers whom Sharlene had fah looked the most t entitient and even rain-

( halal)! in the workshop settings "You lug showed me a new level tit that
lesson," she ...mi. I've been doing all right and thought I had it right, but the way
VIM holIllleil that teat hang Mitt% gat t. me.' lot of oh as that I t an use to make $141

lot stronger than I believed it was."
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Sharlene was learning what it meant to go from a school with a minimal
currieulem and a minimal msee,u.e program iv a si hoot where the faulty
had learned how to train themselves to make t tirm Arm changes for the
school as a whole and to add new teat hang let hniques to their mosidual

-.

.....

repertoires.
Alter a ( OUpit, of months, during w hi( h eat h teat her toed the new strategies a Buren link.. or more, the% began to feel "possession" of me strategy.
-Theruatbal disconuort Lmssed to a teehog of strength and power. The ow ned

a new tool and it became part ot their "natural
The Inland team is engaged in the serious studs Jf alternatise models of
teaching doste and %%ell, 1980), using training procedures that enable them
to bring almost ans approach to teaching within their grasp. The elements
they use include:
the study of the theoretical basis or the rationale of teaching method
the obsersaiion of demonstrations by persons who are relatively expert
in the model
pr.at tic t. and feedbat kin relausely protected conditions (such as trying
out the strategy on ea( h other and then ( hitcher' who are relatively easy
to teach/
coaching one another as they work the new model into their repertoire,

pros iding companionship, helping on. another to leaf. to teach the
appropriate responses to their students and to figure out the optimal uses
of the model in their courses, and pros iding one another with ideas and
feedback.

In previous reviews (Joyce rid Showers, 1981, 1982), we have accumulated reports of research int**5-1he effec Is of each of these components on the

development of skill in the use of a new approach to teaching and on the
transfer of that approach into one's active teaching repertoire. The study of
theory, the obsers Joon of demonstrations, and practice with feedback, taken

together (presided they are of Rh quality), ar. sufficient to enable most
teachers to develop skill to the point where they can, when (.1:led upon to do

so, use the model fluidly and appropriately. However, the development of
skill alone does not ensure transfer. Relatively few persons, hating mastered a
new teaching skill, will then transfer that skill into their active repertoire.
tat t, few will used at all {Showers, 19821. Continuous practice, feedback, and
the companionship of coaches is essential to enable esen highly moth ated
persons to bring additions to their repertoire under effec live control.
To master a single teaching strategy, the procedures used by the Inland
team are much more complex and extensive than common staff development
procedures. Yet anything short of that effort will, for most people, fall short of
its obje'.tive. Why is this so? We think the answer is in the nature of the process

of transferof building competent . in complex teaching skills to the point
where they are incorporated into the teaching repertoire.

9
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Vertical Transfer
Classically, transfer refers to the elk( I of learning one kind of material or

skill or the ability to learn something new. When [want': in one kind of
athletic skill increases ability, to learn another, transfer is occurring. Teaching,

by its natuie,.requir. s continuous adaptation, it demands new learning in
ordet to solve the problems of each moment and situation. Teaching skills and

strategies are designed to help teachers solve problemsto Teach students
more effectively. To master a new teaching strategy, a teacher needs first to
develop skill in the strategy. This tan be utt.omplished in a training setting,
such as a workshop. Then, the teacher needs to acquire executive control ov er

the strategy, including the ability to use it appropriately and to adapt it to the
students and classroom setting. Sometimes the achievement of executive
control requires extensive amounts of new learning that can only be accomplished through wadi( e :n the classroom. It is at this phase of the mastery of
the ilew strategy that the distinction between horizontal and vertical transfer
becomes important.

Horizontal transfer refers to a condition in which a skill can be shifted
directly from the training situation in order to solve problems. 1k rtmal transfer
refers to conditions in whit!) the new skill cannot be used to solve problems

unless it is adapted to fit the conditions of the workplace that is, an extension of learning is required before problems can }.... solved effectively. Vertical
transfer is more likely when. the context of training and the conditions of the
workplace are different, a given skill is different from one's existing repertoire
and does not fit easily into it, or udilitionul understanding is needed 10 athiel. e

executive control over the skill.
.
When the work and training sett.ng, are I. 'dually identical, a skill often Lae
be transferred from the training setting to the workplace as is" with little

10
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additional learning on the job ihoritontal transit r). For example, carpenters
who learn to use a handsaw in a woods:-10 ( an, 1)11 the job. recreate the
t umiak ins ot dr shop almost exactly and apish their skill very mu( h as It 11.a.
It anted in the training setting. %%hen a new tee hmque n introdur ed, carpenters can add it to their repertoire without much additional learning. The chief
problem is integrating the new skill Hilo existing pane its of behav tor. Vertical
tran,ier, how e,,er, my oh es ditierences in a OnteXt su Bulb( tent that new learn-

ing has to take plate as the skill is transterrea into the Mirk situation. The
additional learning has to tit a ea in the work setting. In a real sense, the trainee
must repossess the skill in the work context.

E \ample., of the vertu al transfer problem abound in twirls like t °tinseling
and leaching. In training settings, counselors can be Introduced to the theory

of an approa h, it can be demonstrated for them, and they can practice it
under simulated conditions. However, yy hen they try to apply this skill in the
workpla 0. they have the c he
needs, a harac teristic 5, and courseof therapy

to contend with. Counselors cannot ,simply go out and practice skill "X'
whether or not the client needs it. they have to wait for the appropriate
opportunity and exert ise Judgment about when and how to employ the skill.
In addition. while the counselor can be taught to recognize variations in
clients and ge neral principles fur adapting the skill to different clients. clients
come in very great variety. The use of the skiil requires counselors to learn
about their clients. enter their frames of referent e. and adjust the skill to their
needs. In other words. to use the skill effectively, it must be transformed to
"fit the situation.

The de Unction between horizontal and vertical transfer refers to the
amount of learning and repossession of the skill that is necessary if it is to be

functional in the work situation. When the skill just "slides" from training
place to workplace, we say that the process is horizontal. When additional
learning is required to transfer the skill
e speak of the process as vertical.
An important lac for the degree to hich the new skill disrupts existing
patterns of performam e. Familiarity is the key hew. The greater the degree to

which a new skill fits into already familiar patterns, the less adjustment is
needed For example, imagine a primary teacher who employs Cuisenaire
rods to teat h mathematics concepts and definitions and who organizes the
students into small groups to work with thw rods. if that teacher is then
introduced to the use of the abacus, he or she will need much less adjustment

her who newt uses concrete aids. The nonuser will have fewer
existing bc..hav tors to dr.aw ue and may have to develop a new pattern of
organization as well ist..h as organizing groups of students to use the new
material). In other words, the se( and teacher will probably have more skills to
develop and more adjustments to make in order to be able to use the skill
effectively
tha.
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Developing Executive Control
Tbe tondttrons of performanc c an be divided into two c ategorrec --those
in w hid-, the c ircurnstance. of perlormani demand the Lodi/anon ot the
...kills anti Mow in 1.% Itir.h the skill. are hrought into 1)1,1% a. a c onsequem e of a

Judgment made b% the performer. In military and mdts.lnal settings, consider-

able effort ha.. been (vended in the des nutrient cif standard operating
procedures" that is. sequences of Ain. that have been pre% musk, organized for each worker FOI
mtantre-platermv
procedures are developed fur dipersing personnel, for organizing them to

&m);

bring their fire to bear on given target, fur des eloping t sear
ot tire, and
for advancing on a target while keeping dispersed and under cover.

As mud a.. possible, standard operatm; procedures irn Jude civet lion.
about when to bring to bear a c lu.ter of relevant skill. In other words, a
t hanging ..c env of es ents redut ed a.. mut h 41 OPsl gt' Iii i (11
operation.. that an be brought into play when the appropriate t ues appear in

the environment General principle, are formulated and taught

a. to

activ ate the sio4. In the tramong of pilot., .ets of skill , are t IutertAl around the

elements of a flight plan and are brought to bear on demand. Entering the
cot kpit, the flight personnel know what to do to i het k out the equipment and
instruments in the airr. raft. t (minium( atewith the control tower. and lease the
parking ..pat e. Another set of skill. I. brought into pla% to bring the dui Nat to
the edge of the runway , v 1.1 another to obtain 4. learai it e
propel I te a nt rait
into flight. Other ..ets of c lowly monitored
s are brought to bear to carry
out the flight plan and bring the ain raft to a fe landing
The more t lo.ely the skills Ste identif ied and the print ipls got( ruing their
use defined, the less the trainees are pernutfed to Use their own dim worm, For

example. factors workers are organized to the point where Judgment is
exercised a.. little as po..ible and breakdowns are referred to .upers edgy
personnel.
Teaching Nan ue t upation where the der,ortnei operate with -elansely little
surveillant e and few standard operating procedure,. For example. a teacher

of Erigh,h ha.. considerable latitude about the literary work. that %sill Ws
studied, the tont ept that wilt he emphasize d. the relation.ino between the
study of literature anti the study of writing, the leas hung .trategies that will be

used. anti the method.. of evaluation that will be exert used. A. presently
organized. the tasks of teaching art' not t ompod, a.. are the tasks ot fat tory
workers, of sets of obi('( bye-related at tivitie, to be t ailed up in sequent
according to predetermined principle... Consequently, the content of the
training of tea,. her, annot he organized post by referring to a set of standard
operating procedures When a teat her is taught a range of teat hing strategies
and the appropriate new of those sirategse, to sanou kinds ot cowl. tow. and
5tUdC116, the transfer of Ihr. ,e skill, into the workplace is largely under the
governance of that individual teat her.
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it,a4 hung Inii,muor tan hi. 'mgt lowl% pry.' niwii %%hen highl% detailed
ttorninane Ow. and vial), irate tramil g programs 11.1%e been designed to
prepare teat hers to engage in highl%
indarillied at ti% nis llowv%er Irt
out' l phste of illir s%t Isk teat !WI h.i e %tide latltdl IC and %%ork lilldt'i
scsnes11.1.14 e Aides 1 '48 1
I heo training must pro% ide them with a usable
1..pertont. Out 11111,1k prepart flu lI1 t implement ,1 ..1 of W-41011110 Opt141.
tains
i

in In phase us

04, %%her( t onipeteni

den% /41 non' one's Ju(lgment-

' ontrolled repertoire the toe% lite est. tit .1 skill depends on chat %%.. term
uti %t t ontrol i xei time t lli3114 )1 I illd'aS tit untl''r.tantluttgtile purpotaJ
and I rationale or the skill and knowing how 14) adapt it to students, appl% to
sublet t math r modit% or 1 rile instrui 111)0,11 materials attendant to
use.
organite uident to use it Jed blend It AA ith other stitrai tional approa4 hes to

de% don mooth and powerful whole
Sh4 ' %er

1'1821 rec rot stoat tit teat hers learning to use so, eral models of

teal hint:, presioul% timainiliar to them has prodded new insight into the
pro( e of 414.% eloping
'nitro] during the period when % mit al
transfer is being at 0111111( Shin% t.r. teat hers were able to de% elop
in the training situation w ifh little apparent (11119 tilt% owe the dist ussion in
liapier 4 of the training t 4 imponent ile...ssar% for skill detelopmenti As
the% began to prat ti, e the strati gees in their 1 lassrooms ti be anne apparent

that the% Needed hi 1p less with Iht. obsenable skills for implementing the
models than w ith the thinking protee net essar% to use them ellet ti% el%
he attainment it t,wi ,hire' 1 onirol s)tm ante' the Map/ «alien' of Ili( oat hng prix 1 that dslsil'il 011'111 to transfer their skills to the worlsolac e
positi% e ti it% art 1 the 1 01111111 and prat
tit thvir training
Iva( hers. +thew%
in their ( 1,141111(11... hilt 1111
anti 11 irang to prat tu.. the .44.1.% to.a lung
the% taught, and how and %%ht, wert.
iirocst
I ',old nut think
./e to U.A Olt' 111 11 1110(111 Slli t 1,..,.111111 during the tear. hang of
apparentl%
the experimental 11(11) used as a ir41(1111 Ws", 101 all tea( her
Teal hers %%his did not, IF t old nut. use the new strategies during the

tranter task la oi t<ll studies unit rut used 1 a the tow n 01 Roussillon ir.:int
rare.1% t 11(.41 (14n4
liunknR iii IA ay, to ow the model. is the reason for

their Miltone to do i) instead. the% tended lo mention time pres.aires or
tet lilac al dent lent it, An 4 Olail lIndt14111 ul tilt' less, in plan. and Mk

data,

how e%er, re%valeil interesting thtter(n, e. iii the orgatilialmnal annum( hes
taker. to the naterial I.% bile itm -transit,' that iwr.ow)tli 14n% an I mastery of
tat Phil lists ithe t Innate.. (1 /W. %II 1 (ip111()11, and (1 on of RI
'high
,,o(
sal
1
on
4,114,4
dress
4111
11
a.
.1
''c
omparison
lea(
her.
tot
1).4
4,11).10'
m)re. in Rous..411.inltigene' and the end!, ui Roussalon's et onomit sys.
win on politic s .111(1 family Itir Apparently, the high-transfer teat hers ..nuld
readd% tint appropri.I4 uses for 'ha hnig strategies that stressed «fin opluat
and analogic student thinking the WWI 1.1111(' 1 own,' they de% eloped with the
new leac lung strategies appear..41 to IR .in esential ingredient in the SU( *,..

ful transfer of their training to the c lassroi lin,
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Discomfort: A Problem Created by Effective Training
During lianster. mam teat hers e1pelleill e some degiee of disc omtort for

oral reasons It) begin w ah, learning to use new skills im ohes greater
etfort than the use tit old ones Set tld, new skills "feel" more awkward anq
less neutral than tamiliar ones for some tune Third, the use of an important
new -doll in
some risk. !warm bon ma% go less smoothlt until the new
skill is mastered L'ild ewt utit e c omit,' is at Nevetl, the use ot the skill t an be
contusing and laborious ihe more important the skill, the mote powertul ii is,
the greater the disc confon %sill Ix 1.ec ause it disrupts more behavior than a

trivial skill.
Dist omfort 'reduces the pleasure of pratta e and leads, to d4oHL111( v
because using the new skill tan be more painful than continuing familiar
Onus lits, the teat her )ho tweds the most prat tic othe one fr,r whom the
%ern( al path wilt be steepest is the one most likely to "old that practice

14

Attacking the
r fer Problem
1Ve believe that the 'problem- of transfer is actually a new stage of learning
that become, a problem only if it is not recognized. The learning process does

not stop one a teat hing skill has been obtained, That skill'must be transformed when it is transferred into one's active teaching repertoire. Me conditions of the classroom are sufficiently different from training situations that
one cannot simply walk from the training session nto the classroom with the
skill completely ready for use. It has to be changed to fit classroom conditions.
The appropriate use of the skill in its context also requires that an understanding of the students, subject matter. the objectives to be achieved, and the
dimensions of classroom management al be under -executive" control, that
is. clearly understood so that skill can be used aporopnately and forcefully.
All of us are less skillful with a model of teaching that is new to us than we
are with the ones we have been using for some time. Successful transfer
requires a period of labor during w [loch the skill is pram xi in its context until
it is tuned to the same level of fluidity as the rest of one repertoire. To
confound things somewhat further, sets of teaching behavit s that surround
and make one's existing repertoire function well may actually prove dysfunctional when new models of teaching are added to the store house of skills.
For example, suppose a teacher who is accustomed to running brisk and
pointed dnil and practice" sessions begins to learn how to work inductively
with students. The swift pace of the drill and practice, the directive feedback
to the students, and the ability to control the content and movement of the
lesson are at first somewhat dysfunctional as the teacher assumes a less
assertive stance, relies more on the students' initiative, probes their under-

standing, and helps them learn to give one another feedback. The new
tea( MN strategy seems awkward. Its pace seems slow. The teaching moves
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that set-Yeti so w ell before now appear to retard the progress of the new kind of
lesson After 41 %% hilt., 110%%(1. er . practic e in (contest smooths off those rough
edges. and the net% ,traleg% waduall% t times to feel as. t ornfortable anti ''under

control" as the old one did,
bi course, .t.g114.: pt.Opit. 1'41%404' the pro, ess of transfer easily,. but fur no
one is it effortless For most of li`. vertu al transact requires substantial assistante. Let us set' w kat wt. t an ti .1 to atlac k the problem, tt _reale ( onditions
that v% ill enable It'al hers to A i'llOr (lot al transfer with is nut. h ease and
power as postable

Experience Outside ofEducation
In militar% , industrial, and medit al appin anon-. trainer s traditionally attack
the probk m ut transfer in three ways. First, the% attempt to bring training

t °millions as t lose as possible to an appnikomation of the work situation, and

emphasize the '4,%eile.3ming- of skills. Silond, the attempt to design the
work sileatioi I to bring about demand .. mditgons in which the routines of
skills tan be applied sets nut h as the% art' learned. Third, the% try to simplify
the problem frame of the workplace wholes er a 'evertors ilint.,%A skills has to

be learned:
Bringing framing. in line si ith the t oncIdoonN fo the kvorkolace With the use of

don e Mit,h as slrlitilatOIS, designers ut training has. attempted to provide
t in umslam :_ss

in which skills tan he practiced in situations as cloe .)s

possible to those ern muttered in the workplat e. In these training contexts. the
study, of theor% , the use of modelling, and opportunities for practice with
t artful feedhat k are fill Ned in sot h a was as to bring the trainees to the highest

possible level of skill. Then the% are taught to apply the skill under realistic
onditu

The idea is to noltiimiu the amount of new Itwning that has to take place
during the motes., of transfer. Ohio usl% , if the training conditions can be

made eviclh, equal to thy conditions Of the workplace, and the trainee
broag,h1 to the point where he or she t an eOrt Ise a high level of skill in those

training wnditions, then the new learning required to bridge the gap to the
wodtplat e will be minimized "Oserlearning" raeans that supervised practit e is tontinued after the point w here an at t eptabie ( merlon of performant e
is achieved in order to develop really 'mouth pro. _.sses that arc very much
under control.
Controlling, the ( ontet of the t% or&piat e. Creation tot

dein,: J. condAtons

In military, industrial, and t ommert ial apolit alions, considerable effort is
exerted to pros ult. predit mirk. t onditions of milt so that the ,hills learned in
lid .I 4%1 n11$ 1)I t.l i opoilmal dettereni vs poi i iblIll'I)11011, of ii,luottig Jod Its prat Ill I., set'
Jane I. and Chat. 19h 5

.
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training t an nt put into plat t with nunnnum disruption. Assembly lines, for
example, are organized in SU( h a %%a% as to minimize unpredictable events.
Detailed %%Ork plans are (le% eloped anti t °mid met hanisms put in plate to
COMM' that the% la ill be t arned out In a ( (Moth lain(, of wac , this serves to
make the w orkplat c' an extension of the training setting, and in tat t training is
used as one of the mec hanisms for conti011ing the %vorkpl.. e.
Pilot training is a good example Pilots are taught how and when to behave
in l ertain kinds of e. a% s in training and art. not expected to invent different

kinds of sequences t apriclolisk in the civilise of their work. Ihey are, in fact,
to make the w orkplak e conform to the rtiutines that has e beta learned during
training This again r»immizes the problem ut transfer, that is, it reduces it to
one of horizontal rather than 54 rile al transfer, Every possible behavior is in
sense progiarimed, and the necessary skills for exercising those behaviors are
taught in the training situation. Of course, pilots do face unpredictable conditions sometimes, and for these the% are taught general principles invoking the
exerc ise of judgment and new learning as problems are being solved.
Similark, business procedures are routinized. Accountants are not only

taught how to set up accounting procedures but to exert control in the
workplace so that those accounting procedures can in fact be implemented.

Controlling the probk m setting ANre a nidgment-applied repertoire it, netcNNan Most intricate, perhaps, are the attempts to simplify the setting for
application a hen it not possible to Creak' a complete approximation of the
workplace in the course of training.
Medicine provides a good example Physicians aic prepared with sets of
skills and strategies for soh mg problems, many of them highly stand irchzed.
mixture of prailu it experience and lectures, readings, demonstrations, and
practice under t it.se supervision is (Jsed to develop skills in those routines.
Hoy, ewr, the medieal protession has no managers who attempt to provide a

complete, system fur the practice of medicine or for its application in the
workplace. Phvsicians make judgments about what skills in their repertoire
apply in a particular work setting and when, anti they assemble that
repertoire as they deem it net essary in order to solve their problems
What is dune is tip provide t ()Wows under w Nth the exerose of judgment
can oc t ur under optimal conditions. Generally speaking, physicians contact
one paticni at a time so they an concentrate on the symptoms that patient.
Vlhen v.orkii.g tinder emergency conditions, they can call on laboratories
and deploy other personnel to t terry out treatment. If puzzled, they can call on
t olteagues. These tonditions do not eliminate the proi,lem to transfer trom the
training situation into the %vorkpla«., but they do simplify it.
In emergency t smumstances, doctors behave very much like workers in
very complex factories, apply mg routines that have been organized well in
they

advance lo stop *Wing, restore breathing, and provide assistance 1(1
stabilize the human organism, In most of their practice, however, doctors
work ma problem-simplify ing situation that gives them the time to apply their
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repertoire on a relatively deliberatc and judgmental fashion. Similarly, counselors %%oik yvith one patient at a time or with small groups to establish
programs that give them an opportunity-to observe their -.nts and make
decisions about whit h treatments to apply
In contrast, teaching is a very confusing and chili( ult setting. The circumstances of young teachers are eases in point. There has been mui. h attention
met entiy to the stress beginning teachers experience in their early months and
years of teaching. From a training point of y ivy% , this stress is not surprising at

all. hen asuming that their training Kis been excellent, beginning teat hers
are thrust into a situation in whit h they have to organize up to six classes of
t laldren. The select the content to be taught and tle n. hang strategies and
it trot tiunal materials to be used, they learn to manage children, handle
beha% its problems, and relate to parents, and they struggle to get along IA ith

both administrators and peersall of this in cm umstances in Yvhich they
meet their clients in large groups where the stimuli for indA Owls are mixed
with those of many others.

,

Moreover, they work in Mick] %%hew me iy, types of problems and situations
are nut approached syslniatically through training, so they have to manufacture solutions to many problems on the spot. Under these conditions, transfer

Is extremely difficult. Exc ellent training n my have provided them with a fine
teat [ling strategy, but it will be good fur only certain purposes They have to
det alto on PI appropriate occasion for using the strategy , Aiwa it for not one
but 20 to 30 clients, and gain their on-il a_.-job prattle e while engaging in a
large number of other complex tasks.

1

Making Training
More. ective
The basic problem is the acquisition of ideas and skills and obtaining
executive control ov er them the expansion of professional competence and
its application in a complex situati'n.
What can be done? We propose that the following elements be included in
training programs:
1. Forecasting the problem of transfer throughout the training process.
2. Developing very high degrees of skill prior to classroom practice.
3. Providing explicitly for executive control.

4. Providing for practice in the workplace immediately following skill
development
5. Providing for "coaching" by peers as vertical transfer is being accomplished.
6. Generating a "learning how to learn" effect.
These should not be implemented separately and, as we will see, require a
quite different attitude toward training than has been common in the past, but
each contributes distinc lively to the achievement of our goal.

i

Forecasting the Problem-of Transfer
The first step is to teach everyone involved in training about the problem of
transfer al, Arhat they can do to overcome it. the trainees must be made
aware of what is involved in horizontal transfer. Failure to forecast transfer is

one of the reasons why teacher candidates develop the view that the first
components of their training programs are "theoretical" and useless. It is a
mistake for teachers to believe that if they attend a workshop, even where a
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sl di is explained, demonstrated. arid prot tic ed, that they will need no further
learning to bring the skill under control.
Tear her trainees must by mentally and emotionally prepared to engage in
the practic v necessar% to permit new learning to take plat e. Even expei'enced
teachers o ill tind thenhelyes uncomfortable w ith a new skill for some time for
the rt sons we hae already described. They w ill has e much less control over
the new skill than the skills in their existing repertoire, and consequently they
win feel less competeni with it. The skills that surround the new skill in action

will also need to be adjusted or "reprogrammed- in order to minimize

interference from them.ti

The teacher must accept responsibility for the struggle toektiieve transfer,
To ease the struggle, the first step is to del eloRan undereilayof the process
of transfer and accept the challenge it prese4t2he iipcItsiSeb$ the approximately Inv percent of teachers who have manasecigg icbrporate new
teat lung strategies into their repertoires without assistmictihas"mut h to tell us.
Se% era] who we hate inter iewed indicate that they are w ell aware of what is
in% °Red. They forecast the problem for themsel% es and consciously push
themselves through the period of &mullion, deliberately altering customary

patterns to accommodate the new skills and %iewing the dislocation of
familiar skills as a challenge to be overcome.

Developing a High Degree of Skill
A major part of the alto( k is the development of a high degree of skill in the
training setting Quite sump.% , it is not reasonable to expect poorly de% eloped

skills to be transferred. Thorough training conducted in an adequate time
frame is essential. While there are quite a number of formulations of training
elements, four t °minions appear to be both necessary to and adequate for the
deelopment of job-related skills in most % ocations and professions. The first
o these is the exploration of the theory of the skill through lectures, discussions, nsulings, and so forth. The trainee is brought to an understanding of the
rationale behind the skill, why it is construe ted as it is, how it is used in the
workplat e, and the print epics that go% em its use. Study of theory facilitates
skill at (wisdom by im reasing one's disc rimmation of the demonstrations, by

providing a mental image to guide practice and clarify feedback, and by
promoting the attainment of executive control.
Second is the demonstration of the skill or its modelling. Although the
mechanisms by which modelling works are not clearly understood, skill
development is greatly fat dilated by seeing demonstrations of it. Skills can be
demonstrated in settings that simulate the workplace, mediated through film
or s itmar, or conducted li% e in the training setting. Demonstrations can be
mixed with explanation, the theory and modelling components need not be
conducted separately. In fact, they have reciprocal effects. Mastery of the
rationale of the skill 4k ihtates discrimination, and modelling facilitates the
understanding of underlying theories by illustrating them in action.
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The third component is practit e of the skill under simulated t onditions. lhe
c loser the training setting approximates the workpitice the more transfer is
fat ilitated. Considerable amounts of skill can be developed, however, in
st lungs far iemoved from and different from the workplat "Peer - teaching,"
practice with other teachers, et en has ads outages. It prov ides experience as a

"student," enables trainc-es to profit from one another's ideas and skill, and
clarifies mistakes. It also is a good arrangement in whit h to develop the skills
of peer coaching. Peer teaching and practice with small groups of children are

safer settings for exploration than a full classroom. How much practice is
needed depends, of course, on the complexity of the skill. Ihe more simple
skills, or those most similar to previously developed ones, will require less
practice than those that are more complex or different from the teacher's
--cuff at repartoire.
Finally, gedback about performance greatly facilitates skill development.
Trainees can learn to provide feedback to each other and, utilizing audio or
video recordings, can critique themselves once they have a clear idea of the
skill and how to use it.
Mediated packtiges have been developed that provide presentations of

theory, demonstrations, and instructions on how to practice and obtain
feedback. A motivated trainee can learn a relatively simple skill on his or her
own. Complex skills or models of teaching, however, g,erally require training staff to demonstrate, provide feedback, and help the trainees . isualize
implementation.
When a new skill fits easily into a trainee's existing repertoire, the development of a high degree of skill is in itself sufficient to bring about transfer by a
motivated learner. When the skill involves an expansion of one's repertoire,
however, further training in the workplace .s necessary for most trainees if
the are to gain control of the skill. Even horizontal transfer demands the
attainment of a much higher degree of skill than has been customary in most
training applications in teacher education.
Our current rule of thumb is that trainees learning a new leaching strategy

probably need 15 to 20 demonstrations over the course of the training
sequence and a dozen or more opportunities to practice the skill. Sharon and
Hertz-Lazarowitz c19132;, in a program designed to teach a new and complex
teaching strategy to a group of Israeli teachers, provided 60 hours of theory,
demonstration, practice, and feedbac kin one year before instituting a combination consultant and oeer-coaching treatment to facilitate transfer of the new
strategy to the workplace in the following year. One- or two-clay workshops

simply du not provide enough time to develop the degree of competence
necessary for most trainees to be able lo apply a new skill in the work setting.

Executive Control
Important skills cannot be used mindlessly, and principles need to he
developed in the training setting concerning the appropriate use of the skill,
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how to muthh it to fit the students, how to tell when it is working, and how to
read one's own behay ior and the helm% tor ot the students to determine the
degree to %%Nth it Is elle( tne Print iples for e.tet utn e t ontrol prorate
teat hers with the !Welly( kml st affolding net essarr to un.'iorslanti the skill
and Its .ippropnale test' and to dist nntinate elements of the skill from one
another. During prat tit e in thew orkplat u, the teat her uses these prom 'presto
lodge appropriate use and tiet ides how to motion, beha% tor to t ommod..te
the students. Not until the teat her tan selet I the strategy when it is al ppropnate to do so, muddy it to lit the t ham( tensut s ot the students, implement it,
and assess its etlet tireness t an we say he or she has athiered an adequate
degree of cwt. Wise tontrol. 7 deep rather than supernt sal understandlog is

necessary both tor the coo Ilse use and durability of new skills in one's
repertoire. (See Follan's 19821 disc ussion 01 the unportante of deep rather
than mina«. under...lanai:v.1

Practice in the Workplace
The more new It taming that Is net eS940 to transfer the skill into the active

repertoire the more the trainee has to be prepared to practice the skip
(preferably, as we w III see below, with assistant e from everts in the skill ot
from other trainees who are also attempting to integrate it into tht.ir attire
repertoires) 1Ve t an .et forth a number of print iptes to guide the prat lice. The
bust is that prat tit e must follow inimediately after the attainment of the new
skill If a teat her is learning a new teat Fling strategy in workshop settings, he or

slit should prat Ut e the new strategy so eral times under classroom conditions right atter the skill has been obtained If much time elapses before
prat tit(' in workplat t onditions, there will be a serious loss of skill and
understanding.

Second, the first practices provide write new learning, but the major
out( tone yy ill be a t
understanding by the teacher of the amount of new
learning that is going to be required to achiere full transfer. teaching students

to respond to the new strategy, modulating the strategy to accommodate
differences in learning styles, c hanging 4. lassroom patterns, and so forth.,

Teachers wndot t their classrooms by establishing sets of activities and
sot ializing the students to partake in them. They read t ues from the students
and adiust their behas Ito in accord w ith the requirement for that activity flow.
A new teat hing strategy requires that the teat her obtain new information from
the students and modify long-standing patterns of behar ior that hare become
relatirely automatic,. We estimate that I 5or 20 trills are net essary before this
integration takes plat e to the point where teachers feel nearly as comfortable
with a fresh strategy as with their older repertoire.
Both thought processes and deeply iogramed behaviors are triggered by
er ents in the t lassroom. To the exleni that these long-standing behaviors are

appropriate to the use of a new skill, they will encourage its integration.
However, to the extent that they are not, the teacher will feel uneasy and
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familiar and comfortable skills will be dislocated as the new strategy's used.
After about 1 5 or 20 trials, J morec omfortable state is ill be reac bed, howe% er,

as greater understanding and skill with the new behas 'ors pun Kies competence in integrating new repertoire with old.

The Process of Coaching
Setting up arrangements for the trainees to cleselop a self-help community

to provide coaching now is regarded by us as essential if trarwfer is to be
achieved. Ideally, "coaching teams" are der,eloped during training. If we had
our way, all school faculties would be divided into coaching teams, that is,

teams who regularly obsersie one another's teaching and provide helpful
information, feedback, and so forth. In.short, we recommend the develop.
meat of a "coaching ens ironment" in which all personnel KT themselves as
one another's coaches. For now, however, the primary function of coaching is
to assist in the acquisition of new teaching skills. Thus, most of the illustrations
that follow will be of teachers organized into coaching teams much like the
Inland faculty described in Chapter 1.
What does the process of coaching actually insolve? We think it has four
major functions:

1. the provision of companionship
2. the provision of technical feedback
3 the analysis of application (extending executise control and attaining
"deep" meaning)
4, adaptation to the students.
The provision of companionship Its first f. ,,, bon is to provide interchange
with another human being oser a difficult process. The coaching relationship
results in the possibility of mutual reflection, the checking of perceptions, the
sharing of frustrations and successes, and the informal thinking through of

mutual problems. Two people, watching each other try a new model of
teaching for the first time, will find much to talk about. Companionship
pros ides reassurance that the problems are normal Both trainees find that
their habitual and automatic teaching patterns create awkwardness when
they practice the new procedures. Concentrating on unfamiliar moves and
ideas, they forget essential little odds and ends. The companionship not only
..fakes the training process technically easier, it enhances the quality of the
experience. II is A lot more pleasurable to share a new thins than to do ut in
isolation. The lonely business of teaching has sorely lacked the companich,
ship that we envision for our coaching teams.

The provision of technical Pedbai k. In the course of training,. our team.
members learn to provide feedback to one another as they practice their new

model of teaching. They point out omission examine how materials are
arranged, check to see whether all parts of the teaching strategy have been
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I)i tuff togeih(

Tet Fink at" feedbai k helps en-Turethafgrow7th
, ands() on
ontinties through prat tit e In the lassloom. The prvssores of the wntext tend
to diffuse the teat hung etpenent e and draw attention away from the MA%
teat lung suategt . The pros num ut let hiut,alteedbat k helps keep the nand of
the leather on the business oi perks ling skills, polishing them, and working
through problem areas Nearly any tea( her who has been through a training
process t an learn to proy ide Iv( hnic al feedbat Is to another teacher.'

the at t of pros omg teedbm k ikalso benefit cal to the person doing it.
the t oat hung partner has the pm dege of seeing a number of trials of the new
model In another skilled tea( her, II is often easier to set' problems of tonfu-.ion and omission hen Matt hong someone else teat h than when attempting
to set town. one's (MD prat ess. Ideas about host to use the model are also
collet tea through ulcers anon. I,Vhen a group of tour or six leathers observes
ea() other regultirlY, thus nut only c an git e technical ieedbat k to eat h other,
they t an rut env tt y It artously while watt lung others on the learn pros ide it.
Among them, they yy ell al4) produce a number uf lute prat's( es that «mstnute
turther demonstrations and from whit h they t an obtain ideas for maximizing
their use of the model

Allah 515 or appht aAvn,t.Vending etet ()bye c united One' of the most important things one learns during the transter period is Shen to use a new model

appropriately and what sill be aduet ed by doing so. Selecting the right
Oi ( asions to use a teat hing strategy, is not as _ asy as It shunt's. Nearly
us en one needs help in learning to pit Is the right spots. Unfanuliar teaching
pro( esses also appear to has e less certain outt vent's than do the familiar ones.

From the earls trials, one often has the impression that one has "worked all
day and not gotten Y cry far." Must of us need help to mind out how mu( h we
hale, al fall, act omplished and, of c ourse, how MO( h we might a« omphsh
by making adjustments in the AO we are using the model. During training,
flit t oat lung teams need to spend a t onstderable amount ot lime examining,
t UM( alum materials and plans and practit mg the appht anon of the nuxlel
that they w 111 In u -mg later Then, as the pro«.ss of transfer begins, practice in
th«
n0(.11..16(1, 141th t loser antic loser attention ge, en to appropriate us('

.-iitiplation to the iticknis As we hay e already mentioned, much of the
E'lwrgt, ettpended in teaming to use a new model of teat htng is consumed in
the pros ess of learning how to teat h It to the c hildren, Su(( essful leaching
requires site essitd student response. ]eat hers are familiar with the task of

?Pt 'UM ,ii ItPijkit i, %IN pull I in oi 10 ,

such g1.101,11 i t ciiittit0.01

ri tit. n I,

111114; i,141 4.: (named 1., inhori4.11Hin

'to mod41-r41e...int
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tuac lung students how to engage in instal( turnal at holes that are c (minion. A
model that is new to .1 group of students, however, will cause them trouble.
The% will need to learn new skills and 10 bet time a«luainted ss ith what is
expec red oi them, hos% to fultill the task demands ot the new method, and how

to gauge their own progress in addition, du' model of teaching needs to be
adapted to lit difierent groups of students. titre trait-wig must be provide!' for
some. more structure for others, ind so on In the Carly stages, adaptation to
the students is relative's digit ult and usually requires a lot of duet assistance
and c ompanionship
One of the mang functions of the (oat h is to help the players" to "read"
the responses of the students so that the right der +mons are made about %% hat

skill training is needed and how to adapt the model. This is espy( ially
important in the earls '.sage's of prat tic(' when one s hands are full managing
one's uw n helms ior and it is more digit ult to worry about the students than it
will be Later on.
When pia( tic mg any new approkji to teaching, one is surely less c ompetent %%ith it than with the approac hes .n ones existing repertoire. When tqing
a ney% model, nearly all of us feel bad about ourselves as we tumble around.
The students sense our um ertainty and let us know in not so subtle way s that
they are aware we are less certain and sure-footed than usual. At such tunic's,
we tend to become easily discouraged. The expression 'I tried that method
and it didn't work" refers as riot It to the sense of dismay we feel during the
earls trials as it does to the at tual success or failure of the method itself,
1 he tat I is, stir essful use lit a IRV, method requires pr
e. The early trials
lust aren't perfect, or t Yen c lose to our normal standard of adequacy. One of
the principal lobs of the coaching team then is to help its members feel good
about themselves during the early trials It is tragic that teat lung currently
pro% ides so little interpersonal support and c lost' , ()mac t y% ith other tea hers,
because classrooms are terribly isolated plat es ( oat Fong reduces the isolation and offers genuine support
A question often asked is, ss ho Avoid co. ( IV We're 110 Wall}, sure about
that On a practical basis, most c oat lung should be chine by teams of tea( hers

working together to study new anorthic hes to teaching and to polish their
existing teac hing skills. !here is, of course, no reason 41,11,,, administrators or
c cam ulum supers isors or c (Mew professors cannot 1w effec tit e t oat hes, too.
But if only as a matter of logistic s, teachers are ( loser to one another and in an
eat ellent position to do most of the coaching necessary
In summary, there are several types of nes% learning.ons °Is ed in the transfer

process To accomplish these kinds of learning in sue h a way that they will
effectively attat k or, better yet, pre% ent the transfer problem, fise tee hiuques
are available. These tee h n (goes are

to forecast the transfer pro( c'ss throughout the training (y( Iv
to rear h the highest possible level of skill des elornent during training
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to develop what we term exec utive wntrol- that is, an understanding
of the appropriate ,( °merit for the n'ofiel and how to adapt it to different
"meta understanding" about how the model wrcris,
types of studentshow it can be hued onto the lostructional repertoire, and how it Carl be
adapted to students

to practice in the workplace
to institute a pro ess (it coaching oluring practice in the work setting
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Parallels with
Athletic Training
We are beginning to discover parallels between the problem of transfer in
teaching and the problem of transfer in athletic skills.
There are going to be so many things in your head that sour must les just wren t
going to respond like tIe% should for ass hilt! . lows e got to understand that the
best yvay to get through this Is to relax. not %%lop/ about sour mistakes, and ( omt to
Nu h prat tit rand each meeting anxious to k am it e 11 general!) make )0(1 ty :ow

belore we make vou better

( oath Rich Brooks of the Univers:4 of Oregon
to his au nnung freshman football planers, in
The Eugene Register-Guard, August 14, 1981.

Coach Brooks' recent admonition to his treshmen highlighted the parallels
for us Intrigued, %ye approached Coach Brooks and asked him to talk with us
about training and the problems of transfer. The resulting Interview revealed

striking similarities in the training problems faced i), teachers, football
players, and their coaches
Q Coach Brooks, I'm inter ested inh'im y ou approach skill development in

football training and if you consider the transfer of those skills to game
conditions to be a separate training problem.
-1
Although our players come to us with skills, we reteach and refine those
skills as though we were starting from scratch. We leach them our way of
doing it, because all those skill...haw to fit together into one team. They're all
interdependent.
Q Could you tell nte your approach to skill development?

A. We use a part 'Whole.'part method All skills are broken down into
discrete steps We work on each segment, then combine them into whole
skills, then.into playa. etc., then go bail and work on the speuftS of skills that
arc giving problems.

2?
S
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(2 Gadd vuu give me an example Of a spec Mt skill anti how you would
approat h the training for that skill?
A The fundamentals of bloc king and tat 1.1ing bending the knees and
striking a blow. All positions need this skill. I he trick is to get the player to
visualize, 10 hays a menial pit lure of how it looks and how it feels Otherwise.
feedbac I, isn't effecto. e. We c an tell them where it's wrong. but they can't
correct it till they know

Q How do you get them "to know" whatthe skill us?
A We tell them, show them. demonstrate with people anti w ith film, show
them turns 01 themselves, have them practice with the

Q The what?
dummy they prat title with. We have them practice
eat h move separate', then put the 'tnes together, first one, then two, then
threehow their knees should be bent, where their arms should come up.
where the% strike, what all the muscles should be doing. We diagnose
problems w ith the
and keep e:,plaining how it Jmuld work, over and
over again, in semen( e.
Q. In teat her training. we believe that theoretic al understanding rs important to later pertormante. Row important is it rn football skills?
A. It's essential. They must understand how their bodies work, why certain
A. It's a met hair

must le groups in c ertam t ombmanons at 'neve «Itain effects We never stop
explaining.
Q Atter tires have mastered blot king to yotur satisfac turn with the dummy.
then what?
A Musing loon the mat hine to a live test is (14 ( oh, mov alg from practice
to a game is also ver% dull( oh Some people have all the physic al ability in II\

world, all the moves, but can't play because they c ant grasp the entire
cont ept, can't fit in with the whole pit lure
Q We have problems with transfer of training, too. Do you coach them
daterendy after 'hes e mastered the "bast( skills" of tootball? What well you
he doing differeoth next month after the season has started? How do you work
on transfer?

A. Fear of failure is a fat for My lob is to t watt, t ortodox e and success
situations. Skills hate to be urlearned so that they're past t ontceous thinking. I .00 have someone thinking of how to throw a block in a game They
h e to be thinking of who and when and what the gcn, on their left or behind
them rs doing.
Q So spet nil ally. how do you t oac h transfer of skills to a game situation?
A First, we re-m.4)1).1mm skill training tor eVE 'voile the second, third.
Worth year guys as well. We're always working for improved execution Then
we work hardest on integration, whit h is lust a new kind of teaching. Coaching is really rust teat lung We work on c onfidence by putting them in situations where they tan see the improement If a guy was lifting 100 pounds two
weeks ago and is lifting 110 now, no one has to tell him he's getting stronger
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Q Hov does the training break down for your players right now, before
school starts?

A We spend three hours in the t lassroom anti two hours on the field. On
their own, they spend a couple of hours in the weight room and working out
and another couple of hours with the trainers, working out their bumps and
bruises.

Q. And after school starts?
A We'll spend 45 minutes a day in class, two hours on the practice field,
plus whatever they can manage on their own after studies.
Q. How does that differ from pro football players' training regimen?
A They meet two-three hours daily in position meetings, offensive and
defensive meetings, watching films of themselves and their opponents, then

practice two to four hours a day depending on their coaches, then their
personal work and time with the trainers. They have more time to get into the
complexities of the game.
Changing w hat we do, even slightly, can unbalance the rest of our "game."

Whether we are adjusting the grip on a golf club or initiating an inquiry
procedure for st ience teaching, the new behas ior does not fit smoothly with
our existing practice. The fact that the new skill may have been perfected in
parts and practiced thoroughly in simulated conditions dues not prevent the
transfer problem. Surrounding behas iors must be adjusted to the presence of a
different approach, and the resulting discomfort is ,often enough to ensure a
return to the former smooth, if less efficient, performance.

Perhaps the most striking difference in training between athletes and
teachers is the initial assumptions held by each. Athletes do not believe
mastery will be achieved qukkly or easily They understand that enormous
effort will result in small (and not always linear) increments of change. We, on
the other hand, have often behaved as though teaching skills were so easily
acquired that a simple presentation, one-day workshop, or single videotaped
demonstration were sufficient In ensure sut eessful classroom performance.
To the extent that we have communicated this message to teachers, we have
misled !hem. Learning to use an 'Mut tn.e strategy in the c lassroom is surely at
least as drfficult as learning to throw a block properly.
Coach Brooks'. description parallels the argument we have tried to make.

The task of learning new skills and integrating them, the knowledge that
"well generally make you worse before we make you better." and the
importance of continuing to try when the results are discouraging eloquently
forecast the transfer process. The necessity of o% erlearning skills to the point
that they become automatic if they are to be useful hi a more complex setting
is also reflected in Brooks' training regimen. "Executive c ontrol" is sought in

the frequent and ongoing emphasis on theory and the classroom work on
"plays." "game plans," and analysis of films.
The elements of coaching in teachingthe provision of companionship
and technical (melba( k, study of application, stud of students (or opposing
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teams) and personal facilitator)

are ASO t lear in the interview with Coach

Brooks. Football players. how ev er. 11.1%e a built-in advantage when undertaking this process. their training !s 4 ownwed as a group activity with continuous

feedback from coaches. We tame away from this interview :eeling more
strongly than ever that teachers most also organize themsekes into groups for
the express purpose of training the msely es and eat h other and to fadlitate the
transition from skill development to transfer.

3J

Increasing
Learning Aptitude

1\
t

To increaseone's repertoire is to develop the aptitude to teach; the ability to
coordinate objectives, students, and learning environments with increasing
ski,' and effectiveness. Moreover, the more we develop our repertoire, the
more we develop the ability to add to that repertoire at will.
The most important outcome of any educational exercise is an increase in
aptitude the ability to learn in new situations and to solve problems as they
arise Academic subjects provide us with examples. As a student learns skills
in arahmetic, those skills represent an .1 creased aptitude to solve problems,
including sizing them up, sorting out the important features of the situation,
selecting which skills to use, and applying them Learning new skills increases
one's aptitude to solve problems. Similarly, the well-developed reader has the
aptitude to read new things, that is, material not previously encountered.
Neviously acquired knowledge of literature is brought to bear on new literary
works. The primary importance of instruction in reading is not the material
read in dash but the increased aptitude it gives the student to handle new
material.
The purpose of training for teachers is to increase the aptitude to learn in
new situations, that is, to comprehend and solve goal-related problems. We
try to increase our repertoire of teaching strategies so we can more effectively
select objectives, pick appropriate models of teaching, and adjust them to the
learnink, requirements of our students (Hunt, 1971). As we organize training, it
is our goal not only to provide environments that maximize teachers' opportunities to expand their repertoire but also to increase their ability to learn new
skills and apply them as they teach. Essentially, the more we learn the easier it
become, .
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We believe that the research on training conducted in the last 20 years has
yielded enormous di% idends. We understand better both the nature of transfer

and the problem of achieving it, and sse are able to outline procedures to
enable nearly all teachers to learn the most pmerful teaching strategies to the

point where they can use them comfortably in the classroom. Working in
teams committed to the coaching process, teachers can explore the theorybehind any given teaching strategy, examine demonstrations, practice and
provide one another feedbac k, and coach one another through the process of

application.
An optimal training program is also organized so that the tasks of adding to
the teaching repertoire become easier and easierthat is, the teachers not
only acquire new teaching strategies but become bear and better at the
process of learning them. We are beginning to understand something about
how to do this and hale developed a series of propositions to guide program
construction when increasing one's aptitude to learn is an objective.
Pun( ipk. I Learning new leaching strategies in itself increases the ability to
learn other ones. In other words, engaging in the training process itself has
beneficial effects. When teachers participate in a program designed to teach
them several new teaching strategies, thc first one is the hardest, the second
one somewhat easier, and the third and fourth much 'easier than the first two.
We can discover why this is tree by considering a group of typical experienced teachers erigaginn, in a program designed to help them learn new
teaching strategies for the first time.
As the fist moml of teaching is presented, some members of the group are

_

relat;vely indifferent to the theory of the model, while others watch the
demonstration somewhat critically and sperid much of the discussion time
questioning whether the teaching strategy will in fact be of value to them. Still
others resist the practice sessions, believing that a few demonstrations and a

-1,-

little explanation are "all we need" in order to use the teaching strategy. A few
others are resistant to feedback and, finally, some of the coaching teams are
slow getting started and some members of the coaching teams are slow to
begin the nece4ary practice.
By the time the second model rolls around, howe% er, the value of the theory

is more clear and the demonstrations are watched more closely because
everyone knows that practice will follow soon thereafter. Feedback is more
welcome, practice less resisted. In fact, they have discovered that the process
of teaching for one another is rather enjoyable and not nearly as threatening,as
it seemed. Feedback is also welcomed because the importance of a high level

of skill development has become clear. The coaching teams have also become organized, and the importance of early practice is now apparent to
everyone. In other words, practice in the training process increases one's skill
in engaging in it. In fact, when teams stay together, they often worked out
ways _to make the process more efficient. For all these reasons, experience
with the training process increases the aptitude to profit from it.
,
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Principle 2. The more higith skilled learner understand the process of
trawler better Hem e, the study of the process of transfer shookl become part
of the content of training.
In our ossn training, we incorporate the content of this piece directly into
the training program. As the coaching teams are organized, the process of
transfer is discussed
forecast, as we put it abose and the research base for
the training program is laid out in detail.
We find that the analogies 1: om the sports, business, and military worlds a-e
useful becauw they help teachers visualize the transfer problem as a general

one tither than something specific to teaching. Direct experience with the
transfer problem, however, remains the most useful teacher, and we try to
acc Amplish this in two ways. First, .we organize the training so that the first
go it is to acquire a relatively simple teaching skill, and the training compoi-..nts are employed to help the trainees acquire that skill. The skill of "explaining" is a useful example, and the following sequence is generally employed.
First, each teacher is given a written passage about an unfamiliar topic and

provided some time to study it and prepare a brief {two- or three-minute)
explanation of the topic for a group of peers. Working in small scoops, each
trainee explains the major points in the passage he or she has been given with

a time limit placed on the explanation. Nearly everyone finds that it is much
harder to explain a topic than they first believed. The skills for explaining are
then described and some brief demonstrations are given. Then the process is
repeated. Each person receives a new written passage, studies it, and then
again attempts to explain it to a small group of peers. Performance increases,
but nearly every one is still dissatisfied with hisor her explanation. The cycle is
then repeated two or three times with further explanations of explaining and

more practice. By the end of a single day, nearly all of the teachers are
surprised at their increase in skill and comfort, although prior to the day nearly
every one of them would probably have asserted that he or she was a relative

expert at "explaining."
Exercises such as these are persuasive, but they are not enough. The more
powerful experience occurs as the first model of teaching is tat.4ht, and the
coaching teams find themselses engaged directly in the problem of transfer.
They tend that the researc h does indeed accurately depict the problem and

that nearly o cry one has to work very hard through a serious period of
discomfort before gradually beginning to achieve some mastery of the model.

Principle 3. The pro( ess is sunplified by concentrating on over - learning =, first

the new skill, then "lust-stage" application, and then -expanded control."
The entire training pro( ess is not satisfying to teachers until complete mastery
has been achieved. Mcst teachers are quite frustrated until that point has been

reached. Once teat hers understand the training problem, however, they
become much more comfortable with focusing; first on the essential skills of
the new teaching approach, then on finding opportunities to initially apply it
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without expecting full mastery, and only after that on getting assistanc,dto help

them achieve full control.
For most of us. the attempt to reach full control in the first stage is simply
unrealistic. We need to concentrate on the basks, get enough experience
with the new skills so they become relatively comfortable, and then concentrate on understanding how to use the model and adapt it.to students. With
increasing experience, teachers become much more comfortable concentrating on each of these levels of control in turn and become less frustrated when
the last level cannot be achieved completely.
This also helps teachers overcome what we call a "batting away" reflex at
the onset of discomfort during training. For many trainees, the first reaction to
the use of a new skill is the relative awkwardness of that skill in comparison
with long-standing ones. There is a tendency to reject the skill at that point and
to begin to resist the training. But with experience and the acquisition of new
skills, teachers become more understandingof their own discomfort and more
receptive to attempts to help ease their passage through the initial stages of
training.

Trainers need to understand that this discomfort is normal and accept it.
Many good training programs have been discarded because the trainers,
having discovered a really fine approach to teaching, mistakenly lose faith in
the idea when it meet) with resistance from the trainees. But the idea itself is
seldom being rejected. The trainees are going through a normal process of
discomfort that will gradually disappear as the training is consol 'ate&

/

Print.** 4. The greate)t new learning occurs with engagement with unfamil7
tar skills. There is a perverse law of training that everyone needs to understand. It is simply that the more important an addition to one's repertoire a

given model of teaching is, the greater the discomfort it will cause. The'
greatest opportunity for all of us as teachers is to learn skills that are quite
unfamiliar to us but which have the most potential when we apply them ;n the
classroom. We stretch ourselves,by reaching out beyond the edges of our
contemporary repertoire. Teachers and trainers alike have a tendency to seek
the teaching skills that w ill be most easily acquired, that is, ones adjacent to or
well withtn our contemporary range. But as training progresses, we come to

understand that the greatest new learning pulls at the edges of our current
range of skills and takes us to places where our initial discomfort will be
succeeded by a true addition to our aptitude to solve the problems of teaching.

States of Growth

14

Nothing is more important to a human being's health than his or her ability
to continue to grow and adapt. Nu profession magnifies that truth more than
education. The teacher's life is one of changing conditions; new students.
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new ideas, and sot ial ferment. Adaptation is essential. There is no endeavor
w here lack of growth is more clearly and desperately damaging than tea( hmg.

While the enormous importance of personal and professional stales of
growth has :ong been rewgruzed, in the ebb and flow of ti.t,..arch and prat lice
it has received varying degrees of attention. In the last few years, however, it
has again begun to receive a lot of attention, partly because of concern about

the nature of "adult learners," partly through studies of adult continuing
education, and partly as a result of recent studies of teachers' self-concepts
and interactions with their environments.
Recent studies (McKibbin and Joyce, 1982) have begun to identify clear
differences among teachers when they interact wit:. the formal system of staff
development, with one another, and with the environments of their personal
rves. As is the case with all other groups of people, some teachers are in stales

of very active interchange with their environments while others are less
active, isolated from, and even resistant to opportunities for growth.
The mastery of complex academic content and new teaching strategies
requires an ac five state of interchange. The periods of discomfort to be gone
through, the c ontinuing interaction with colleagues essential to succissful
training, and coaching others to become honest and strong require active
learning states. Collaborative governance of training directly increases moti-

vation and invol.cment and generates several conditions conducive to
achievement (Joyce, ed., 1978). Critical is the creation of a productive social
system so that those in the most active states of growth help others to reach out
more powerfully into the' environments. The key is in the development of an
energizing environment within the workplace of teachers.
In McKibbin and Joyce's (1982) recent study of the growth states of more
than 200 teachers, it became clear that a substantial portion of them were
heavily influenced by the environment of their school, some positively, some

negatively Many teachers who otherwise would have been "passive consumers" were propelled into more active states because the social climate of
their school was at tive and compelling. In less active environments, some of
the most energized teachers worked in relative isolation, generating their own
social climate with small groups of peers. Many of those in less active states
became withdrawn and in some cases resistant. Sha ran and Hertz-1417ot OW al
(1982} have documented clearly the effect of resistance on training. In a loose

and disorganized social climate without clear goals, reticent teachers may
actually subvert elements of the training process not only for themselves but
also for others.

Unquestionably. principals tan have a substantial effect on the social
climate of their tit hoots. lath by direct leadership and by freeing the energy at
the more active teachers and increasing their influent e within the 50(1411
system of the school. Powerful training of the type we have been dew ribing is
exceptionally difficult to implement em ept in energized environments.

marg.
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Adaptation of Training to the Learning Styles of Teacheis
Training need not be seen as a monolithic series of steps. Teachers have
preferences for varying degrees of control over their own activities. Their
conceptual level and self-concept interact with their training (Showers, 19821.
Training that is inflexible will perforce generate negative energy by depressing
motivation and creating dissidence between trainees and trainers. Caring and
considerate instructional designers and trainers can create settings in which

training is modulated to the ,learning style of the teacher. The energizing
qualities of the env tronment and the states of growth of the teachers involved

enormously influen:e both one's satisfaction with training and its likelihood
of success. Responsive environments permit teachers to influence the process

of training and adapt it to significant differences in their learning styles.
We are confident that effective training procedures exist. They should be
implemented in such a way that the social environment of teaching becomes
more adoptive and energizing, pulling teachers toward more active states of

growth, providing avenues that release the power of individual styles of
learning, and enabling teachers to increase their own personal technology for
acquiring fresh ideas and skills.
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In this Appendix we have reviewed the literature on teacher training and
curriculum implementation that formed the basis for the ideas and findings
reported in this monograph. Our concern about transfer of training guided
both the selection and organization of the studies included in this review.
Table 1 summarizes a series of studies concerning questions raised by people
skeptical about whether teachers can in fact learn new and alternative teaching strategies. Specifically, these studies addressed such qufstions as:

1. Given intensive training, including the study of the rationale of new
models, demonstration or modeling of them, practice and feedback
with them, and demand for them on the classroom, can teachers become
proficient with teaching models not existing in their previous repertoire?
2. Are "natural" teaching styles relevant to the acquisition of new models?
That is, can generally nondirective teachers learn nondirective models

more quickly than relatively directive persons?
3. How does personality (especially conceptual level) affect the acquisition of particular models?
4. How do ideological prderences affect the acquisition of new teaching
strategies?

5. Can teachers using models they have been taught generate student
outcomes appropriate to the models being used?
By the mt(1-1970s (see Table 1i these studies had demonstrated that most
preservice and anservice teacher candidates could acquire a number of mod-

els of teaching provided that they received intensive training, that higher
conceptual level (CD teachers acquired additional repertoire more easily than

low CL teachers, that there was little if_yiny relationship between natural
teaching styles and the acquisition of any particular model, that ideological
preferences generally had a minimal effect on model acquisition, and, finally,
that skill training appeared to be model-specific rather than acting as a generic
facilitator.
However, although these studies did not address the problem specifically,
reports from the hundreds of teachers who participated in the studies indicated a wide variation in the transfer from training into regular and active use
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Table 1. Models of Teaching Training Systems: Selected Related Research.
....,,

Investigator
(Dale)
Focus of Study
Training
Element,.

(YDonnell
(197-0

Models
Investigated
Advance
Organizer
Synectn s

independent
Variables

Training
Theory,
Demonsara.
Lion, Practice,
Feedbac k

Joyce, Weil,
%Yard (19811

Concept Attain- Training:

mall
Synectics

Group
Investigation

Dependent
Variables
(Measures)

Skill in Model
Performance

Performance

Dernonstra
lion, Practice,

(Clinical

Personality.
Conceptual
Level
Natural Teaching Style

30 preservice
candidates

Teaching
behavior
shafted in
appropriate
directions
when

Analysis,
Interaction
Analysis,
Interac tion
Analysisl

Brown
(1967)

Repertories ot
Four Models

Repertoire of

Model,

Training.
Skill in Model
Performance
Theory,
(Clinical
Demonstra.
lion, Practice,
Analysis,
Interaction
Feedback
Analysis)
Natural Teach.
ing Style
Training:
Theory,
Demonstration, Practice,

Conceptual
level
influenced
style but did

not inhibit
training effects

attempting la Characteristics
use models
of normal
teaching style
did not affect
training
results

...

Kelly (197 31

Comments

90% of subjects Tested effectiveperformed
ness of
imxlels at
training
acceptable
paradigm Ic
levels
level.

Analysis
Interaction
Analysis)

Skill in Model

Results

30 preservice
candidates

(Clinical

Theory,

Feedbat k

Sample

30 inservice
teachers

Teacher di.Teachers varied
played skills
in voluntary
of models for
use of models

"on call"
observations

if) teachers

Ac wisnon of
Need for coachrepertoire dis
ing apparent
played in "On

call"

Feedback
Personality:
Conceptual
Level

Tinsman (1971)

Three
Strategies

Training: fed -

30 preserve e
candidates

back, Over 30
weeks
Personality:
Conceptual
Level
Demonstrates:
Three Styles

observations.
Personality
related to
natural styles
Feedback only
relatively
ineffective in
changing
styles
Personality related to

Training,

Utilization of
the theory
demonstration,
feedback

Skill and Model
Performance

(Clinical

30 home et onmics
leachers

Analysis,
Interaction
Analysis)

of ikquisition

styles

of new skills
with intensive
modelling-

A repertoire
of eight
models

Training with
an emphasis
on coaching

Acquisiton of
repertoire
displayed in
on-call observations

feedback
treatment
established

Applicability to
preparation of : \...,
home
economics
leacher demonstrated.

Personality
related to
natural styles

Personality:
conceptual
level

McKibben &
Joyce, 1980

Three) Ease

"natural"
Demonstration
effective in
inducing
model skills

Murphy and
As Repertoire
Brown (1970)

Need for
modelling
established.
Confirms research by
others (Table

Transfer of

Model into
Repertoire

20 inservn e
teachers

and acquisition of
models.
Psychological
states relevant
to transfer

The need for
intensive
coaching
especially of
teacher of low
CL
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in ones repertoire. Thus, while these studies addressed concerns expressed
by many teacher educators, they did not pros idea solution to our fundamental paradox. we appear to be able to proY ide conditions that enable leachers
to acquire complex imxlels of teaching, but many of these leathers do not
employ these models in the regular and thoughtful vs that was intended.
4

Analysis of Teacher Training Studies
Criteria for int lesion tit studies in this rey less inc tutted independent satiable% that could be t onstrued as training and the measurement of dependent
sapahles that represented training outcomes Many of the studies retrieved
through computer wan hes of the literature were discarded (dor, pwposes of
this row iew) because training elements were nut spec died, the results of the
training were not measured, or thi!y employed such brief or weak treatment,
that: conclusions could not be confidently drawn.
The 56 studies that remained after this 5t reening wurvthen categorized by

the outt cones 4o. No, ed. t hanges in teachers' knowledge and or 4titudes
(Table 21, skill at quisition (Table 3), teachers' abilities to transfer skills in a
horizontal or !Moat sense (f.-,ble 41, and teachers' vertical transfer of skills to
classroom practice (Table 5). For example. it a training study attempted to
develop skills in trainees but a« ompbshed only a more positive attitude
toward the new behay ior, it is reported 'It Table 2 {know ledgisattitudes) rather
than in Table 3 (skill acquisition). When, because of measurement or design
taws, outcomes appeared to be at hies ed but the strength of a casual relation,
ship was questionable. the possible outcomes are indicated ss ith a guestion
mark. Finally, when single studies employed multiple treatments, effects are
shown for each treatment.
After c housing the appropriate table on t$,Frtai to .eport each study, all the
studies were further identified by:

1. The Content of Train rig ---FT, fine tuning of existing skills, or NR,
content that represented new repertoire for trainees experiencing the
training
2. The Outcomes Sought by the Training knocy/Mge, skills, horizontal
transfer. or ventral transfer
_i

The Training Elements Includedpresentation of theory, dernon-

,tratourb of the behavior to be acquired, opportunities for prat to e and
feedbac k, and the ma( hung of tea( hers in their classrooms as they
attempt the mastery and implementation of recently at ((cured skills and
behaviors.
The presentation does not lake into ac wunt the length of treatment, which
is probably an important variable in the acquisition of skills and transfer of
training. The Inc lusion of length of training as a classifications ariable in future
analyses of training research should more s iv idly demonstrate the effk acy of
extensive training programs fur acquisition and transfer of teaching skills and
strategies.
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Table 2. I raining Studies: Knowledge Acquisition.
Study

.

FT

_
_

Cruickshank. 1968
Popham, 1966
Kepler, 1977
Koran, 1969

NR

Know

Shill

HT

X

X

Koran, 1970

Know

VT
X

X

f.

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

x

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

41
4

X

x

p

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

Gliessman & Pugh
1978
Vlcek, 1966
Galloway &
Mickelson. 1973

Outcomes Achieved

Training Elements Incl9ded

Outcomes Sought

Content of
Training 1

Ski!!

HT

VT

Table 3. Training Studies: Skill Acquisition.
Content of j
Study

-----..
Assoc! & Hutchinson.
1979
Bell. 1170
Borg, 1977
Borg et al., 1969
Charles, 1980
Collins, 1978
DeTure, 1979
Edwards, 1975

Friebel & Kallenbach,
1969
Koran, Snow, &
McDonald, 1971

Orme, 1966
Perkins & Atkinson,
1973

Riley 1978

Outcomes Sought

Training Elements Included

Outcomes Achieved

co

Training
FI

NR I Know

Skill

Hr

V

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

x

x

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

.X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

x

x

x

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

x

x

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

VT

3*

'1

;%;l

X

X

X

X

X

i

X

HI

X

x

X

x

Skill

X

X
X

X

X

Know

x

x

X

X

v
A

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

O

ro

-I

76'

C

13:

Ronne tad, 1977

X

Rosenthal, 1977

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

r

Sadker & Sadker. 1975
Santiestedban &

Koran 1977
Stone & Leppert, 1979

X

x
X

X

.t:

A2

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

V

x
x

x

x

x

X

X

i

X

X

x

x
x

x

X

X

X

X

x

X

X
X

X

v

X

v

X

O
"ti

X

Table 4, Training Studies: Horizontal Transfer of Knowledge/Skills.
Study

Content of
Training
FT

Ascione & Borg, 1980
Bondi, 1970
Borg, 1975
Borg, 1977
Borg, hanger, & Kelly,
1969

Copelind, 1977
Dansereau et al., 1979
Feldens & Duncan,
1978
Good & Grouws.
1979
fokgson & Slow, !(180

X

SU,

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X'

X

X

?

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

?

,X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X-

X

X

X
X
X
X

?

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Know

Skill

HT

?

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

XX

X
X
X

X

X

X

?

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

?

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X.
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

?

VT

X
X
X

Outcomes Achieved
Knotv

NR
X

X
X

Training Elements included

Outcomes Sought
T

U

P

F

'X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

C

HT

0
VT

1/2

2/1

X'

X'
X'
X

Ka enbach & Gall.
1969,

Spooner & Stone, 1977
Stallings, 1979
Stokes & Keys, 1978
Yeany, 1977

Um, 1973

X

X
X
X
X

X

X.
X
X

X

Venical minder may have been achieved
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X

?

a.
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Table 5. Training Studies: Vertical Transfer of Knowledge/Skills.
Study

Contents of
Training
FT

Baker, 1983

Good & Bruphy, 1974
Jacobson, 1977
Mohiman, 1981
Moore & Schaut,
1978.9
Sharon & Hertz.
Lazarowitz, 1982
Showers, 1982

Training Elements included

Outcomes Sought

NR

Know

Skill

HT

VT

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

x

x

x

x

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

Skill

HT

VT

X

X

X

x

x

x

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

It

x

X

x

x

x

X

X
X
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x

X

Know

x

X

X

Outcomes Achieved
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For further exploration of staff development, readers may find the following
ASCD media useful:,

Publications

Price

Readings in Educational Supervision. Edith E.
Grimsley and Ray E. Bruce, editors. A
collection of readings from Educational
Leadership on nine topics including the
supervisOr as leader in staff development.
1982. 201 pp. (611-82272)

$9.00

Selecting Learning Experiences: Linking
Theory and Practice. Bruce R. Joyce. Uses
both theory and practice in discussing the
process of matching the student's learning
style with the appropriate teaching model.
"-1978. 55 pp. (611-78138)

$4.75

Staff Development. Theme issue of
Educational Leadership. Characteri, <s and
examples of effective trainir
development programs for teachers,
including an interview with David Berliner.
October.1982...8app.46.1.1A2274). _ _

$3.00

Staff Development/Organization
Development. Betty Dillon-Peterson, editor.
Treats self-renewal by interweaving change
in the-individual with change in the
organization. Discusses the unique
characteristics of the adult learner, a
five-stage mode! for effective inservice, and
the evaluation process. 1981 Yearbook.
149 pp. (610-81232)

$9.75

Staff Development: Staff Liberation.
Charles W. Beegle and Roy A. Edelfelt,
editors. Presents a variety of ways of
conceptualizing and organizing the staff
improvement function, emphasizing the
"liberation" and self-growth of individuals.
1977. 124 pp. (611.77106)

8.

$6.50

Quantity

Audiocassettes

$..

Quantity

Price

Peer Supervision: An Alternative. Alan E.
Simon. The principal of a school in which
teachers successfully use the clinical
supervision model explains how the
program works. 1979. (612.22310)

$6.50

The Stages of Teaching: New Perspectives on
Staff Development for Teachers' Needs. Kevin
Ryan and others. 1979. (612-20197)

$9.00

What Research Says about lnservice
Education. Bruce R. Joyce. 1977. 45 min.
(612.20172)

$6.50
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